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“Gaza” in Central Asia: People vs Regimes 

News: 

More than 100 people were detained in Tashkent who tried to hold and take part in 

an unauthorized rally in support of Palestine on Sunday, October 29. Calls for the 

action appeared on social networks several days before. Activists prepared a banner 

that copied the banner of the rally in support of Palestine, which took place in Istanbul 

a day earlier, on Saturday. The banner read “Shoulder to shoulder with Palestine” and 

“15 days does not scare me.” 

In Kazakhstan, banners with the inscription “We are with you” were hung in front 

of the Palestinian embassy, and several women also tried to hold a picket in support 

of Palestine, but the Kazakh police stopped the event. 

In the capital of Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek, an action in support of Palestine was also 

held; participants of the action came to the park named after. Gorky with posters that 

read “Free Palestine!”, “Stop war” and “Zhurogumdosun Palestine” (Palestine in my 

heart). As it became known, local activists have opened accounts to collect aid for 

residents of the Gaza Strip. 

 
Comment: 

Since October 7, the whole world has watched the destruction of the people of 

Gaza. All so-called the “civilized world” sided with the Zionist regime, helping in every 

possible way in the destruction of the people of Gaza and sending ‘Israel’ military, 

weapons and billions of dollars. Ordinary people in various Muslim countries, unlike 

their rulers, stood up for the Palestinians, regardless of opposition and possible 

consequences. 

Of course, for Muslims it is a double pain - helplessly watching what is happening. 

Residents of the entire Islamic world took to the streets and continue to take to the 

streets, demanding that their rulers stop this massacre by sending in armies. The 

peoples of Central Asia also feel and are in solidarity with the pain of their co-

religionists. 

It is also worth noting that more than two hundred thousand barrels of oil are 

delivered to the Jewish entity’s ports every day, most of which is imported from 

Muslim countries. Kazakhstan ranks first in oil supplies to the Zionist entity, while 

Azerbaijan is in second place. 

Let us recall that as a result of incessant rocket and artillery attacks from the 

Jewish entity in the Gaza Strip, more than 10 thousand people have already been 

killed, about 4 thousand of whom are children. 
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